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Market update and commentary
This commentary relates to the underlying Fund, the Platinum Asia Fund.
•
•
•

Trade relief appears to have driven markets higher.
Non-Japan Asia valuations remain attractive.
We reduced our cash position over the month from approximately 20% to 13%.

Major Market Price to Earnings ratios - Next 12 months

Asian markets traded up in October amid optimism regarding a trade
deal in some form between China and the US. A general sense of relief
appears to have emerged that global industrials and emerging markets
are not as bad as feared – and they are cheap (see Chart 1, Price to
Earnings Ratios). For instance global PMIs (Purchasing Managers’
Index) show some signs of having bottomed (see Chart 2, Global PMIs).
The Fund participated in this rally, albeit with performance muted to a
degree by our holding of 10-20% cash throughout the month.
A new top ten holding for the Fund is home appliance manufacturer
Midea. This is a mid-teens price to earnings stock, growing earnings at
better than 10%, even in a tough market for appliances such as air
conditioners or fridges in China (Source: FactSet). We think the
company’s largest competitor Gree has really dropped the ball on ecommerce penetration and product improvement cycles and is stuck
with high inventory levels as a result. So while the industry is seeing
pricing pressure as a result of competitors’ inventories, Midea is drawing
ever further ahead by developing better products with rapid innovation
cycles and migrating to online sales for approximately 30% of its sales,
versus Gree at 10% (our estimates, based on company filings).
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Our largest detractor in performance terms for the month was
Kasikornbank, based in Thailand. At the end of October Kasikorn
reported Q3 results and announced 2020 targets. The stock was very
weak following this as the market was worried about the guidance for
2020 non-interest income – “down 5% to down 17%”. However the stock
rebounded approximately 13% in early November back to preannouncement levels. This bank trades at 9 times 2019 earnings
(Source: FactSet) amid fears for the Thai economy with business
confidence shaken by the trade war and the resultant global industrial
slowdown. Longer term we see a well-managed bank posting solid
returns on assets in a high growth potential economy.
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Source: Chart 2 – Bloomberg, Correct as at 31 October 2019.
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As we have written in prior months, China has stimulated its economy
moderately, apparently aiming for stabilisation rather than acceleration
(see Chart 3, the China Credit Impulse Chart). Prior surges in Asian
markets, such as in 2015 and 2017 appear unlikely in this context. As a
result we have upgraded the portfolio to adhere to higher quality and
less economically exposed companies in general, with long term growth
potential, such as Midea, Ping An Insurance and the chip makers.
Alongside these, we think many companies in Asia like Kasikornbank,
which are cyclically exposed, are nonetheless well managed, have good
balance sheets and are simply too cheap. We are confident this
combination of quality and value within the portfolio has the potential to
deliver good returns to investors.
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Source: Chart 1 – FactSet, Correct as at 31 October 2019.

Ping An Insurance posted another strong quarterly result during
October. The company’s third quarter operating profit rose 21.5% year
on year. Ping An Insurance is gradually improving its business quality
rather than chasing growth, with a slowdown in Value of New Business
growth to 4.5%, which we like. As a reminder, Ping An Insurance trades
on 9 times 2019 earnings (Source: company filings and Factset).
We have a large exposure to global semiconductors via SK Hynix,
Samsung and TSMC. In common with the Platinum International Fund,
we see a consolidated industry, with structural growth driven by 5G,
autonomous driving, factory automation and cloud computing. Market
fear of anything cyclical gives us the opportunity to own chip makers at
exceptional valuations, despite their high returns through-cycle and
ability to grow over the long term.
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Source: Chart 3 – Bloomberg, Correct as at 31 October 2019.

